Lesson 4: Options
Directions: Choose Three Activities to Complete

1. _____ Riddle Me This
Riddles-Create a riddle for 5 vocabulary word
2. _____ Silly Sentences
Write at least 10 sentences, with at least one of
this week’s spelling words in each sentence.
3. _____ Story Words
Write a good story using at least 10 of your
spelling words.
4. _____ Caption Words
Cut out a picture from a newspaper or a magazine
and use spelling words to write a story about the
picture. (5 words)
5. ______ Design Trading Cards - This can
count as 2 activities
Create a set of trading cards for your vocabulary
words. Be sure to include a meaningful sentence
using each word. (definition, sentence, picture,
antonym, and synonym)
6. _____ Create a Crossword Puzzle
Using all of your vocabulary words, create a
crossword puzzle. Be creative in the clues that
you use. Do not always use the definition for the
cue!
7. _____ Cartoon Words
Create a comic strip with illustrations using at least
8 of your spelling words.
8. _____ Illustrate It!
Make a booklet of words and their meaning using
your own drawing
9. ______ Packet me!- Counts as two activities-- if
it is rushed and done in a day it will not count at
all!
10. __ PowToons- Be sure to include a
meaningful sentence using each word. (definition,
sentence, picture, antonym, and synonym)

This week I am working on activities:

Grading:
Pick one Option  1 _____/10
Pick one Option  2 _____/10
Pick one Option   3  _____/10
Test
______/100
Total Points:
___/130
4= 110- 130
3= 90- 109
2= 50-90
1= 0-49

****YOU MUST USE THE SYNONYM AND ANTONYM SECTION
FROM YOUR PACKET WHEN YOU DO ANY OF THE
ACTIVITIES!!!
Activities must reflect the meanings of the words, based on the
context of this section.****